
CommerCial 
markings on 
Clothing and 
equipment
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2.1.2 arm and leg proteCtion 

One commercial marking by the manufacturer of maximum surface area of 12cm2 per piece may be 
displayed on the leg and arm protections.

Markings may not be divided into two smaller ones.

No sponsor markings are to be displayed on the leg and arm protections.

Examples for the measurement of the area of commercial markings see>>>>>>>

Leg protection Arm protection

Arm protectionLeg protection
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a =  One marking of the manufacturer with a maximum surface area of 15cm2 per glove.

 or

 Two markings of the manufacturer with a combined surface area of maximum 15cm2 per glove.

2.2 gloves 
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a = 1.5 cm

b = 10 cm

a = 1.5 cm

b = 10 cm

a = 1.5 cm

b = 10 cm

Straps no wider than 4cm.

No advertisement on the lenses.

a = Two commercial markings of the manufacturer of maximum surface area of 15cm2 each.

B = Straps no wider than 4cm.

2.3 goggles

Example marking
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a = Sponsor 1; B = Sponsor 2; C = Sponsor 3; etc.

The number of markings is not restricted.

The maximum surface area for a single marking  
is 100cm2.

The total surface area of all markings shall not 
exceed 350cm2.

No markings in the bib area (a).

No markings of the same sponsor above or beside 
each other (B).

No single marking shall exceed 100cm2 (C).

The total surface area of all markings shall not 
exceed 350cm2.

2.4.2 raCing suit
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2.4.3 rollneCk

Markings on the rollneck are in addition to the 350cm2 on the suit.

The total surface area of markings may not exceed 20cm2.

Markings may be divided into two parts.

When the marking is a military symbol of the national military organisation or a symbol of a charitable 
organisation, its surface area is part of the 350sm2 on the suit.
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option one

a =  NSA identification minimum 
area 9cm2.

B =  Two identical sponsor 
markings maximum area 
25cm2 each.

C =  Two commercial markings of 
the manufacturer maximum 
area 15cm2 each.

Front vieW

a =  NSA identification minimum area 9cm2.

B =  One sponsor marking above NSA ID maximum area 50cm2. 

 or

 Two identical sponsor markings on each side of the NSA ID  
maximum area 25cm2 each.

C =  Two commercial markings of the manufacturer above the ears 
maximum area 15cm2 each.

option tWo

a =  NSA identification minimum 
area 9cm2.

B =  One sponsor markings 
maximum area 50cm2.

C =  Two commercial markings of 
the manufacturer maximum 
area 15cm2 each.

No advertisement on chin straps.

1cm gap between NSA  
identification and sponsor marking.

Front vieW

a =  NSA identification minimum 
area 9cm2.

B =  One sponsor maximum area 
50cm2. 

C =  Commercial marking of the 
manufacturer maximum area 
15cm2.

2.xx head proteCtion 
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The maximum sponsor area per ski is limited to one marking of 160cm2.

The marking must be identical on both skis.

2.6.3 Jumping skis
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The maximum sponsor area per ski is limited to one marking of 120cm2.

The marking must be identical on both skis.

2.6.4 aerial skis
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The top of the snowboard may carry:

– the commercial marking of the manufacturer

– up tp five sponsor markings with a total surface area of 250cm2.

The Base of the snowboard may only carry the commercial markings of the manufacturer.

Sponsor markings are not permitted on the base of the snowboard.

2.6.5 snoWBoards

top topBase Base



The rules for SPECIFICATIONS FOR 
COMPETITION EQUIPMENT AND 
COMMERCIAL MARKINGS can be 
downloaded from the FIS Website  
with the following link, 
http://www.fis-ski.com/data/document/edition20091.pdf

For questions regarding Commercial 
markings on Clothing and Equipment 
please contact:

International Ski Federation
Blochstrasse 2
CH-3653 Oberhofen/Thunersee
Switzerland
Tel:       +41 33 244 6166
Fax:      +41 33 244 6171
Mobile:  +41 79 682 2042
E-mail:  ojanen@fisski.ch
Internet: http://www.fis-ski.com


